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QUESTION 1

During yesterday\\'s business hours, a cache drive failed on one of the vSAN nodes. The administrator reached out to
the manufacturer and received a replacement drive the following day. When the drive failed, vSAN started a resync to
ensure the health of data, and all objects are showing a healthy and compliant state. The vSAN administrator needs to
replace the failed cache drive. 

Which set of steps should the vSAN administrator take? 

A. Remove the existing vSAN disk group, and physically replace the device. Then, check to verify that the ESXi host
automatically detects the new device. Afterwards, manually recreate the Disk Group. 

B. Physically replace the failed cache device, and vSAN will automatically create a new disk group. Then, remove the
disk group with the failed device. 

C. Physically replace the failed cache device, and vSAN will automatically allocate the storage. Then, rebalance the
cache layer. 

D. Place the disk group into maintenance mode, and select Full Data Migration. Then, physically replace the failed
cache device. Afterwards, vSAN will rebuild the disk group automatically. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A vSAN administrator, who has a cluster that has both compute-only and vSAN ReadyNodes, recently received a
request to deploy a new application with higher storage performance requirements than what are currently available. 

What are two ways the administrator can reconfigure the vSAN cluster to obtain this additional performance? (Choose
two.) 

A. Add additional hosts, with capacity devices only, and then stream the cache from the other hosts. 

B. Add cache and capacity devices to the compute-only hosts. 

C. Add additional cache and capacity devices to the existing data nodes. 

D. Add additional compute-only hosts from the vSAN cluster. 

E. Add to the existing disk groups two cache devices and the eight capacity devices. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 3

The Resyncing Objects view in the vCenter UI reports that some objects are currently resyncing. Which two actions
would cause this situation? (Choose two.) 

A. DRS is relocating VMs between vSAN nodes. 

B. HA Virtual Machine Monitoring forced a VM to reboot. 
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C. A host failure occurs in the cluster. 

D. A change to the storage policy is applied to the objects. 

E. A VM snapshot is being deleted. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4

What os the maximum number of 2-node clusters that can share a vSAN Shared Witness host in vSAN 7.0 U1? 

A. 64 

B. 1 

C. 128 

D. 32 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

After a recent data loss event, the IT department plans to deploy a DR site using vSphere Replication with vSAN
providing the storage backend. 

The architect would like to know how many components will be created based on the following configuration: 

2x 100 GB VMDK RAID 1 vSAN Storage Policy 4x Point in Time snapshots 

How many components will be created? 

A. 32 

B. 24 

C. 16 

D. 8 

Correct Answer: B 
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